Spectrum accommodates stair angles 32° - 38°

Custom posts required for angles < 32° or > 38°
Fascia Mount Universal Stair Post Kits

Spectrum accommodates stair angles 32°- 38°

Custom posts required for angles < 32° or > 38°

- 36” Fascia Mount Post Kit
- 36” Fascia Mount Stair Post Kit
- 38” Fascia Mount Post Kit
- 38” Fascia Mount Stair Post Kit

12.20” Run
7.625” Rise
36” Fascia Mount Post Kit

7.625” Rise
14.34” Run
38” Fascia Mount Stair Post Kit

7.625” Rise
8.47” Run
Stair Spacer Cannot Lay Flat

HandiSwage™ Stud Binds in Post Holes
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